warm
floorTM
Mounting device - TACKER

CAUTION:
In order not to have the mounting clips blocked, but reliably shifted, insert into the
cartridge - guiding profile the maximum of one set of clips, i.e. 50 pieces!
TACKER mounting device - use:
For quick fixing of heating cables during installation. The mounting device is used
to hammer plastic clips around the cable into the separation foil and thermal
insulation.
Application of the clip is carried out by pressure applied on the handle.
The spring serves for lifting up and keeping the handle in its upper position. The
clip is moved under the hammer part, on the guiding profile by the pressure spring.

The mounting device simplifies the process of hammering clips around the cable
into the thermal insulation. Cable fixing by clips is carried out while standing.
The mounting device is suitable for hard insulations, for example extruded
polystyrene. Fixing the clips into hardened insulation manually is complicated.

Technical description:
Weight:
Height:
Max. number of the clips in the cartridge:
Pressure spring of the clips:

1.35 kg
90 cm
50 pcs
Yes

Warranty coupon, 2-year warranty
The warranty is null and void, if the manipulation was not performed by a professionally competent person
or an error occurred by incorrect handling, incorrect installation or any other later damage. If we are asked
to repair or replace such a mounting device, all the related costs will be charged.
Date of sale / Stamp:

Installation date:
The warranty is valid with these documents:

Electrician / Seller:

Name and surname:

Signature:

Stamp:

1. The Warranty coupon correctly filled in;
2. Purchase document: Invoice or purchase
receipt.
3. The supplier's duty will be to repair or
deliver a new mounting device to the
customer free of charge, without any other
extra costs related to the repair or Tacker
replacement.

Technical assistance: tel. No.: +421 948 550 440, technik@teplapodlaha.com, www.TeplaPodlaha.Com
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